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Thesis:
In the near future, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will begin colliding lead ions
together with energies high enough to produce a state of matter known as the QuarkGluon Plasma (QGP). Simulations have shown that Bottom-quark-jets (B-jets) are
expected to be produced in these collisions, and that these B-jets provide a useful probe
into the nature of the QGP. The ALICE detector (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) at the
LHC is designed to study the nature of the QGP. In this paper we investigate the effect of
requiring that an electron be inside observed jets and how this improves the purity but
also reduces the efficiency of distinguishing B-jets from other types of jets.
I.

The Big Bang and the QGP
This section will explain how the Universe just after the Big Bang was
composed of a state of matter called the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) and how
the QGP differs from ordinary matter we see on earth. First, a brief
description will be given of the fundamental particles of physics and how
these particles interact with one another. Next there will be a discussion of the
evidence for the Big Bang and how we know it really happened. Finally we
will discuss evidence for the QGP, where it fits into the timeline of the
evolution of our universe, and how studying the QGP at ALICE will help fill
in many of the gaps in our understanding of the Big Bang and the strong
nuclear force.
A. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Figure 1.1 The Standard Model [1].

Physicists have studied the basic structure of atoms, a positively charged
nucleus made up of protons and neutrons orbited by negatively charged
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electrons, through countless experiments over the past 80 years. Now that
physicists have at their hands particle accelerators that can smash atoms and
subatomic particles together at relativistic speeds, we know that these are not
the fundamental particles of nature. Protons and neutrons, for instance, are not
point-like particles but rather contain 3 particles called “quarks” that are held
together by the strong nuclear force by a mediating particle called a “gluon”.
In fact, quantum mechanics has shown that if particle collisions contain
enough energy, they can in fact produce different particles that are more
massive than any of the fundamental particles we see on earth. Through
decades of research at particle accelerators physicists have probed what they
believe to be a nearly complete list of the fundamental particles of physics.
Together these fundamental particles are grouped together into what is called
the “Standard Model of Particle Physics” as seen in Figure 1.1.
The fundamental constituents of our Universe contain six “quarks” that
interact via the strong nuclear force, and six “leptons” that interact via the
electromagnetic force. We call these different quarks and leptons “flavors”, so
there are 6 different quark flavors and 6 different lepton flavors. Another
interesting feature of these flavors is that some of them are nearly identical
except they have different masses. These particles have been grouped into 3
separate “families” of 4 particles apiece. For example, family 1 contains the
“up” and “down” quarks, along with the “electron” and “electron neutrino”
leptons. Family 2 contains a similar set of particles except the masses of each
of the particles are all a bit larger. These particles contain the “charm” and
“strange” quarks, and the “muon” and “muon neutrino” respectively. Family 3
contains yet more massive but similar particles, the “top” and “bottom” quarks
along with the “tau” and “tau neutrino” leptons. Strangely, the masses of the
particles within these families are not some multiple of the previous families
masses. In fact, there is no clear relationship between the masses of the
particles and the families they are in. This 3 family system is an unexpected
feature of the Standard Model. It is unknown at this point whether or not there
is some deeper law explaining this hierarchy, or whether further families exist,
though several theories have been proposed as explanations, most notably is
Superstring theory [2].
The remaining particles are what are called “force carriers”, which mediate
different forces respectively. Currently physicists know of four different
forces that govern all of known physics. The strong nuclear force, which binds
quarks together, is mediated through the “gluon”. The electromagnetic force is
mediated through the familiar “photon”, more commonly known as light.
Finally the weak nuclear force is mediated through the “W” and “Z” bosons.
The fourth force is gravity, which is theorized to be mediated by a “graviton,”
though since the graviton has not yet been discovered and since we currently
have no quantum field theory of gravity, the graviton is usually excluded from
the Standard Model.
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B. How do we know the Big Bang happened?
The creation of our universe occurred approximately 13.8 billion years ago.
Though the measured age of the universe has been adjusted many times
because of the improvement in measurement techniques and equipment, the
basic idea has been around since the 1920’s. In 1929 Edwin Hubble published
a paper declaring to have discovered the expansion of the Universe. Most
scientists had believed in an eternal static universe, but Hubble discovered all
galaxies are moving away from each other in every direction. Hubble used a
special kind of star called Cepheid variables to measure the distances of far
away galaxies. Cepheid variables have a characteristic periodic variation in
brightness caused by the battle between gravity and forced expansion resulting
from the compression of the star’s fuel. The overall brightness of a Cepheid
variable is related to the length of the period of a cycle through peak
brightness to peak darkness back to peak brightness. Hubble compared the
observed overall brightness of Cepheid variables to the expected brightness
derived from the periodic brightness pattern. The observation is obviously
much dimmer because the star is farther away. Using the inverse square law
for brightness Hubble derived the distances of galaxies containing these stars.
Next Hubble used spectroscopy to see that that the light given off by the stars
was actually all red-shifted, implying all the stars were receding from earth.
Not only that, the farthest stars were moving even faster away than the closer
stars, in fact they were all moving away from each other. Hubble used these
velocities to turn the clock back on the evolution of the Universe to a point
where all the galaxies were on top of one another. This was the first scientific
discovery to determine the age of the Universe. Further improvements on
measuring the distances to stars lead scientists to arrive at the age of the
Universe of 13.8 billion years [3].
In 1964 Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson discovered the signature of the Big
Bang at the Bell Laboratories radio telescope. They discovered radio waves
(λ~1mm) coming from every direction in the sky. This discovery had been
predicted in 1948 by a group of 3 scientists, who theorized that after the
Universe reached about 300,000 years old the universe would have been cold
enough (~3000°C) for the free floating electrons and nuclei to latch on to each
other and form stable H and He atoms. Until that moment the Universe was all
plasma, with light rays continuing to be scattered by the positively charged
nuclei and negatively charged electrons. Once this critical moment in time hit
the neutral H and He atoms formed and the light from the Big Bang could no
longer be scattered. The light from the Big Bang sailed freely through all
space up to modern time. Penzias and Wilson discovered this light, dubbed
Cosmic Background Radiation (CMBR).
To insure that galaxies formed from these atoms, variations in the CMBR
should indicate regions of the 300,000 year-old Universe were denser than
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other regions. In 1991 the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite (COBE)
discovered these variations within the CMBR, confirming the Big Bang
theory. An image of these variations is shown in Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2 This is an image from the COBE satellite. Red indicates regions of larger wavelength of light, blue
indicates shorter wavelength of light. The first image has variation due to the sun mostly, which can be subtracted to
give the second image. The region in the middle is red because of the radiation from the Milky Way, which can be
subtracted to give the third image. The third image through advanced statistical methods can be shown to be
representative of variation in the CMBR, thus indicating the variation in density of our early Universe that led to the
formation of galaxies [4].

C. The Quark-Gluon Plasma and the Big Bang
It is believed that just after the Big Bang, the four fundamental forces of
physics were unified into a single force. This force had undergone
spontaneous symmetry breaking as the temperature of the universe decreased.
From this force the gravitational force and grand unified force crystallized
into existence. Next, the grand unified force broke into the strong and
electroweak forces. Finally the electroweak force split into the
electromagnetic and weak forces. Of all of these forces, only the electroweak
unification has been observed so far in laboratory experiments. The
unification of the strong and gravitational forces is theorized to be far beyond
our experimental capacity.
One millionth of a second after the Big Bang, the QGP came into existence.
After the QGP cooled below two trillion degrees, it hadronized and formed
the building blocks of atoms (protons, neutrons, and electrons) among other
things. As mentioned previously, protons and neutrons actually have a finer
structure containing 3 quarks. Protons contain 2 up quarks and a down quark,
whereas neutrons contain 2 down quarks and an up quark. When 3 quarks are
pulled together by the strong nuclear force, quarks exhibit a property called
“color confinement”. Quarks can come in 6 different “colors”, color does not
mean the actual color of the quark but rather some other property that was
chosen to be represented by color. These colors include red, green and blue,
and their anti-matter equivalents which are anti-red, anti-green and anti-blue.
When physicists say quarks exhibit color confinement what they mean is that
quarks can only exist in color neutral groups. There are two ways color neutral
groups can exist. One way is if quarks form color anti-color pairs called
“mesons”. The second way is if quarks form triplets containing either all 3
colors or all 3 anti-colors called “baryons”, protons and neutrons for instance
are actually baryons. Mesons and baryons are collectively called “hadrons”.
The quarks in hadrons are glued together by the strong nuclear force, which is
mediated by 8 different-colored gluons. The gluons are not simply the red,
green and blue colors like the quarks, but rather each gluon color is a complex
Boswell
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combination of various quark colors. Currently there is no clear explanation
for why color confinement is a necessary product of the strong nuclear force.

Figure 1.3 This is a picture generated at the STAR detector at RHIC. It is believed that the
collisions from which such debris were detected briefly formed the Quark-Gluon Plasma. The
ALICE experiment at the LHC will confirm the properties of this state of matter in the next
few years [5].

In ordinary matter, quarks and gluons are forced by color confinement to form
hadrons. However, under extremely high temperatures and pressures it is
believed that quarks and gluons de-confine and no longer must obey color
confinement. We call this theorized state of matter the “Quark-Gluon Plasma”
(QGP). These temperatures and pressures existed a millionth of a second after
the Big Bang, and also currently exist inside neutron stars. Experiments done
at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven starting in 2000
have shown the first evidence for the QGP. Data from RHIC has shown that
this state of matter flows with almost no friction, suggesting that quarks and
gluons are de-confined in a plasma state. An image from RHIC, believed to
show the debris from the QGP is shown in Figure 1.3.
What evidence did RHIC find exactly? The Solenoidal Track Detector at
RHIC (STAR) observed a few different types of particle collisions. STAR
measured particles from the collision of two protons (p+p), a deuterium and a
gold ion (d+Au), and two gold ions (Au+Au). In all of these particle collisions
jets were observed. Jets are clusters of particles produced from quarks and
gluons converting into hadrons. These jets appeared in pairs that shot out
approximately perpendicular to the direction of the incident particles in the
central collision. The jets had approximately the same energy and emerge
almost back-to-back. There was nothing unusual about this, until they collided
the particles with more energy and the transverse momentum, “pT”, (that is,
momentum perpendicular to the direction of the incident colliding particles) of
the colliding particles got very high, pT > 2 GeV/c. All of the particle
collisions observed the characteristic 2-jet pattern, with roughly equal energy,
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except the central Au+Au collisions. Central collisions are collisions where
the particles strike each other nearly head-on. At high pT one of the jets is
suppressed significantly in central Au+Au collisions. Data from STAR is
shown in Figure 1.4 and a sketch of this jet suppression is shown in Figure
1.5. This suggests that in central heavy ion collisions something is being
created to cause jet suppression.

Figure 1.4 This is an image from STAR showing jet suppression of central Au+Au
collisions. At ∆φ=0 the jet is not suppressed for all 3 types of particle collisions.
However, at ∆φ=π only the Aura collision observes jet suppression [6].

Figure 1.5 This is a sketch showing how jets are suppressed during central heavy ion collisions. In the left image a
deuterium and gold ion collide at and observe jets of roughly equal energy in opposite directions. In the right image,
two gold ions undergo a central collision and observe jet suppression in one of the two jets [7].

The quenching of jets in central heavy ion collisions suggests one of the jets is
being forced to travel through a medium and loses energy so that it cannot
escape the other side. This was the first experimental evidence for the QGP.
Only something very hot and very dense could produce this kind of jet
quenching. The medium must be have a temperature greater than 1012 K and a
density roughly 100 times that of normal nuclear matter.
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The results from STAR are not enough to draw any clear quantitative
conclusions about the QGP. To study the QGP more fully we need a larger
accelerator to produce more energetic collisions. The Large Hadron Collider,
which began proton-proton collisions in 2009 is set to collide whole lead
nuclei in the years to come and will be a GQP “factory.” Although p+p
collisions are an important baseline, we will have to wait until Pb+Pb
collisions take place to fully study the QGP. The ALICE detector (A Large
Ion Collider Experiment) will study these collisions to determine properties of
the QGP.
There are still many unanswered questions about the Big Bang, and ALICE is
hoping to answer a few of them. We still do not fully understand the nature of
the QGP, and how it transitioned into the ordinary matter we see today. We do
not understand the precise mechanism of energy loss by the jets, nor do we
understand the color charge, quark mass and length dependence of this energy
loss. We also would like to build a phase diagram for nuclear matter, similar
to that of water, showing how the QGP transitions into normal matter. We
also hope that ALICE will help explain some of the mysteries of the strong
nuclear force, and elucidate the properties of quantum chromodynamics.
II.

Jets as a probe of the QGP
As the ALICE team observes the collision of Pb ions at relativistic speeds,
they will be able infer indirectly that the quarks and gluons inside the Pb ions
move freely in a QGP state. As the QGP cools the quarks and gluons,
collectively called “partons”, will recombine and convert into hadrons through
a process known as hadronization. Clusters of particles produced from fastmoving quarks or gluons that fragment into them will be emitted in correlated
bunches around the original parton. We can observe these jets by looking for
clusters of high energy particles in cones in azimuthal and longitudinal
directions in the detector. As these jets of particles move through the QGP
they lose energy, this is known as “jet quenching.” The energy lost by the jets
is dependent on the shape and density of the QGP. Since the QGP cannot be
directly observed, we have to rely on this energy loss as a probe of the QGP.
A. What are B-Jets?
Although we can get information about the QGP from jets as a whole, it is
only by picking out the different types of jets that we can make quantitative
statements about the QGP. We expect that jets produced from heavy quarks to
be effected by the QGP differently than jets produced from lighter mass
quarks or gluons. Quarks, as we mentioned in section II, cannot be found in
isolation because of color confinement, only hadrons containing quarks can
exist. Hadrons containing heavy quarks decay semi-leptonically and allow for
a cleaner signal than lighter quarks. Referring to Figure 1.1, the heaviest quark
in the Standard Model is the top quark. However, the top quark is extremely
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heavy, and therefore it is expected to be extremely rare in the Pb+Pb collisions
at ALICE. The next heaviest quark, the bottom quark, is about 40 times lighter
than the top quark and is expected to be produced in large quantities.
Therefore, jets that contain bottom quarks, called “B-jets”, provide the best
probe of the QGP.
When the B-hadron decays semi-leptonically, it decays into a lepton, neutrino,
and another hadron. The branching ratio for decay into an electron is about
10%, so an electron matched with a hadron inside a jet can provide a good
trigger for the B-hadron decay. Therefore semi-leptonic decay can be used to
identify B-jets. The electron can de detected by the electromagnetic
calorimeter (EMCAL) at ALICE, which is excellent at identifying high pT
electrons. So the combination of electron identification and jet finding
techniques can be used to detect B-jets.
III.

B-Jet Identification
We have available two different methods for identifying B-jets, the Displaced
Secondary Vertex Method (DVM) and the Impact Parameter Significance
Method (IPSM).
A. Displaced Secondary Vertex Method
The DVM is an algorithm used to isolate electrons from B-hadron decays. The
DVM works by first identifying a high-PT electron from a secondary vertex as
a trigger for B-decay. Next, the algorithm searches for a medium pT hadron
(pT > 0.5GeV/c) that also originated from the same secondary vertex. This
hadron must be near the trigger (dR < 1.0). Finally the “Bend Plane
Projection” Lxy is computed using combined momentum of the electron and
hadron “pe+h” and the vector from the primary to secondary vertices “r.” This
calculation can be seen in Figure 3.1, and a diagram of a B-decay is shown in
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 The Bend Plane Projection Lxy

Figure 3.2 This is a picture illustrating the
creation of a B-hadron at the primary vertex
and its subsequent decay at the secondary vertex
into a medium pT hadron and a high pT electron [9].

Physicists can use a software package called “PYTHIA” to generate simulated
events for high energy elementary particle collisions [8]. PYTHIA simulations
have shown that electrons that are not from B-decays, background, have a
symmetric distribution of Lxy about Lxy=0. Simulations of B-decay electrons
show a positive bias towards Lxy>0. Therefore in order to select out the
electrons from B-decays, we can use the PYTHIA simulations of B-jets to
define a positive threshold cut of the Bend Plane Projection for B-jet
identification based on our purity and efficiency needs. As an example, in
Figure 3.3 the threshold is shown for Lxy > 0.1 and Minv,e+K > 1.8 GeV.
Minv,e+K is the invariant mass of the electron-hadron pair, where invariant mass
is a characteristic of the particle’s energy and momentum that is the same in
all reference frames. The threshold is set to Minv,e+K > 1.8 GeV since Bhadrons all have high mass.

Figure 3.3 The Bend Plane Projection distribution Lxy. In the left image the data is showing only electrons from Bdecay, the data is biased to positive values of Lxy. In the right image, the data is showing electrons that are not from
B-decay, the distribution of Lxy is symmetric about Lxy=0 [9].
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B. Impact Parameter Significance Method

Figure 3.4 The impact parameter is shown here, in relation to the jet
axis, b-hadron vector, and secondary track [10].

The IPSM is the second way of identifying B-Jets. The IPSM utilizes the fact
that B-hadrons have a very large decay length (~400 µm). First the jet is
reconstructed and the transverse impact parameter is obtained, illustrated in
Figure 3.4. Next the sign (+/-) of the impact parameter significance is obtained
by calculating the dot product of the IP vector with the jet axis vector. Finally
the impact parameter significance is computed by dividing the impact
parameter (IP) by the tracking/vertex resolution (σ). If the impact parameter
significance is negative, this means the track is poorly reconstructed. If the
impact parameter significance is greater than 3, this means the track origin is
too far from the primary vertex for the tracking/vertex resolution. Therefore
the range of interest for the impact parameter significance is 0-3.
Using PYTHIA simulations of p+p collisions we can see graphically what we
might expect from ALICE, shown in Figure 3.5. The Impact parameter
significance is shown on the x-axis as (IP/σ). In the graph on the left, the yaxis is the number of counts, which is shown as a black line. There are
actually more counts with positive values of (IP/σ). To see this graphically
there is a blue line drawn which is identical to the black line for negative
values of (IP/σ), only it has been reflected to the right hand side of the y-axis.
In the second graph the y-axis is the ratio of the full spectra (the black line)
divided by the reflected spectra (the blue line). The excess of tracks on the +
side are indicative of particles with large decay length, like the B-hadrons we
are searching for.

Figure 3.5 The IPS is shown on the x-axis. In the left image the y-axis represents the number of counts obtained from
p+p collisions using PYTHIA. The black line is the full data, whereas the blue line is just the data for the negative
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values of IPS reflected over the y-axis. In the right image the y-axis is the ratio of the full spectra divided by the
reflected spectra [11].

To tag a B-Jet we need to establish a tagging system based on our purity and
efficiency needs. We have to select a positive (IP/σIP) threshold and a
minimum number of tracks. In figure 3.6 we have shown 3 configurations
tested, 1 track (IP/σIP) > 4, 2 tracks, (IP/σIP) > 3, and 3 tracks, (IP/σIP) > 2.
From the different tagging methods we can conclude at high jet pT the
efficiency is about 5% and purity is about 85%. The goal of this project is to
look at how these efficiencies and purities change by requiring one of the
tracks used in the IPSM be an identified electron. One would expect that
requiring an electron improves the purity but reduces the efficiency of
distinguishing B-jets from other types of jets.

Figure 3.6 Here are 3 configurations tested for IPSM
tagging of B-Jets. 1 track (IP/σIP) > 4 is shown in red,
2 tracks, (IP/σIP) > 3 is shown in blue, and 3 tracks,
(IP/σIP) > 2 is shown in green. At high jet pT
efficiency is about 5% and purity is about 85% [12].

IV.

ALICE Detector and Performance
The ALICE detector is one of four detectors at the LHC. The ALICE detector
will observe both proton-proton collisions (p+p) and lead-lead collisions
(Pb+Pb) collisions with a series of sub-detectors to identify hadrons, leptons
and photons with energies from approximately 100 MeV to 100 GeV. These
sub-detectors will study B-Jet quenching to better understand the nature of the
QGP.
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A. Tracking Detectors in ALICE

Figure 4.1 This is a sketch showing how pseudorapidity, η, and azimuthal angle, φ,
are measured. The beam axis is shown as two dark blue arrows striking each other.
Pseudorapidity is a spatial coordinate related to the angle of a particle’s momentum
with respect to the beam axis, given by the formula η= -ln[tan(θ/2)] [13].

In order to understand the particle interactions taking place in ALICE,
physicists need to track the movement of particles through space. The space of
various sub-detectors in ALICE is sometimes specified by pseudorapidity, η,
and azimuthal angle, φ, shown in Figure 4.1. The tracking of particle
movement can be accomplished through the use of “tracking detectors” which
calculate the paths or “tracks” that particles make as they move. These
tracking detectors are found within the central rapidity region, (|η| <0.9).
Tracks provide useful information in understanding the nature of the particle
interactions.

Figure 4.2 This is a diagram of three different layers within the ITS wrapped
coaxially around the beam pipe in the center. Each layer corresponds to the kind
of silicon detector used. SSD is the Silicon Strip Detector, SDD is the Silicon
Drift Detector, and SPD is the Silicon Pixel Detector [14].
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The first tracking detector, the Inner Tracking System (ITS) is located within
a region very close to the beam pipe, shown graphically in figure 4.2. This
high-definition silicon detector works to identify the point where the two
particles (p+p or Pb+Pb) first collide. This point of collision is called the
“primary vertex.” Having good track resolution near the beam pipe is essential
because some particles have short lifetimes. If this region did not have
adequate resolution these particles might be mistaken as arising from the
primary vertex, rather than being correctly labeled as originating from a
secondary vertex from some secondary particle decay. Therefore, the ITS is
optimized for high resolution with a high granularity detector made up of six
coaxial cylindrical silicon layers. These silicon layers are used to identify the
points where charged particles intersect the layers, which can be used to
identify the primary and secondary vertices. ALICE’s ITS is also used to
measure dE/dx, the change in particle energy over distance, and the particle
trajectory with a resolution of 100 µm or better.

Figure 4.3 This is a photo showing the installation of the TPC [15].

The second tracking detector, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) shown in
Figure 4.3, makes up the region coaxially just after the ITS. The TPC is a
chamber of neon, carbon-dioxide, and nitrogen gases. As charged particles
move through the chamber they ionize the gas molecules and leave trail of
electrons along their path.
The TPC is also immersed in a 0.5 T solenoidal magnetic field to curve the
paths of the charged particles. The Lorentz force, (F = q v * B) acts
perpendicular to the direction of the particle’s motion. In a constant magnetic
field the Lorentz force is stronger for faster moving particles and particles
with larger overall charge. Therefore, the magnetic field within the TPC gives
each particle a unique curved track that can be used to determine its
momentum, shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 This is a sketch of a rectangular TPC, the TPC in ALICE is actually cylindrical. The
electric and magnetic fields have no effect on the photons as they pass directly through the TPC.
The magnetic field moves the positively charged proton closer to us and forces the negatively
charged kaon away from us, via the right hand rule. These tracks are recorded by the tracks of
scattered electrons that have fallen to the floor because of the electric field [16].

In addition to the magnetic field, the TPC contains two electrostatic fields
created by adding an aluminized mylar foil sheet at the axial center of the
TPC. This sheet divides the chamber into two equal parts. The foil acts as a
high voltage electrode with the two opposite axial potential degraders on
either side of the TPC creating two equal but opposite electric fields. Each
electric field has a strength of 100 kV. The constant electric field on either
side alters the direction of motion of charged particles by the electric force (F
= q * E). Although the electric field is not strong enough to do anything
significant to the fast moving p and K- particles shown in Figure 4.4, it is
strong enough to pull any electrons ionized from the gas to the floor. The drift
time of the ionized electrons and the constant drift velocity can be used
determine the path of the particles that travel through the chamber ionizing
gas particles. The TPC in ALICE is capable of measuring the momentum of
charged particles with a resolution better than 2.5% for electrons with pT of
about 4GeV/c and dE/dx resolution better than 10%. This is very useful
because dE/dx vs. p allows us to distinguish different particle types.
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Figure 4.5 This is a photo taken during the installation of one of the 8 super modules of the
ALICE TRD [17].

The third tracking detector is a high granularity Transition-Radiation Detector
(TRD). The TRD is coaxially just beyond the TPC, shown in Figure 4.5. The
TRD operates under a similar principle as the TPC. However, the TRD
consists of a grid of small modules, each contains a radiator made up of foam
and fiber materials, a drift chamber filled with Xe and CO2 gas, and finally an
amplification region of cathode/anode wires. As a charged particle moves
through the TRD it first enters the radiator. If the particle has a large gamma
factor, (γ > 1000) the radiator emits radiation in the form of X-rays. Lighter
particles are easier to accelerate and therefore more likely to have higher
gamma factors. The electron is the lightest charged particle found in isolation.
Because of the energy constraints on the LHC, only the electron is light
enough to achieve a gamma factor capable of creating an X-ray in the radiator.
Because of this, the TRD is only capable of differentiating electrons from
other charged particles that have passed through the TPC.
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Figure 4.6 This is a diagram showing how an electron entering the
Radiator creates a transition radiation (TR) photon, or rather an
X-ray, which passes through the drift chamber ionizing gas
molecules, which are amplified and measured by the cathode/anode
wires. The charged pion however, lacks the gamma factor to
produce a TR photon [18].

Next, the X-rays travel through the drift chamber. The drift chamber, like the
TPC, creates a signal caused by the ionization of atoms. However, unlike the
TPC, only the X-rays are capable of ionizing the gas molecules. Finally, the
ionized molecules travel to the amplification region where the signal is
amplified just before reaching the cathode/anode wires where the signal is
finally measured. Electron detection with the TRD is shown in Figure 4.6. The
TRD is capable of detecting electrons up to pT ≈ 10GeV/c. Overall the
tracking efficiency of these 3 tracking detectors is about ∆p/p~6% at 100
GeV.
B. Time of Flight Detector in ALICE
Continuing with this coaxial progression of sub-detectors, the TRD is
followed by the Time Of Flight detector (TOF). The TOF calculates just that,
the time of flight. More specifically, the TOF measures the time a charged
particle takes to pass from the beam pipe to the TOF region to an accuracy of
less than 100 ps.
The TOF is made up of modules arranged in a cylinder along ∆φ. The time to
pass from the beam pipe to the TOF is not enough to determine the velocity of
the particles passing through it because particles can enter at various angles,
shown in Figure 4.7. Therefore combining the momentum and track length
measurements of the tracking detectors can give us the velocity of the particle,
which can be used to determine the mass of the particle.
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Figure 4.7 This is a sketch of what could happen as particles move in the region between the
beam pipe and the TOF. It is possible for a slow moving particle with a short track length to take
just as much time to pass through as a fast moving track with a long track length. Therefore
knowledge of the track before reaching the TOF is necessary to determine the velocity of the particle [19].

C. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter in ALICE
Just after the TOF is the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCAL). While the
tracking detectors are excellent for determining the trajectory and momentum
of charged particles, in order to determine the energy of neutral particles, like
πο and photons, an EMCAL is used. The EMCAL also aids in the detection of
high pT electrons that are not capable of being detected by the TRD. This is
because electrons, unlike hadrons, deposit all of their energy into the EMCAL.
Finally, the EMCAL can be used to identify the shape of clusters that strike
over its surface.

Figure 4.8 Here is a photo of the EMCAL during the installation of its super modules [20].
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A photograph of the EMCAL during its installation is shown in Figure 4.8.
The EMCAL is made up of 12,672 Pb-scintillating towers spanning |η| <0.7,
however, unlike the tracking detectors and TOF, the EMCAL only spans
∆φ=110° rather than the full central barrel range of 360°. The EMCAL is
designed to identify hadrons, leptons and photons with energies from
approximately 100 MeV to 100 GeV.
First a particle strikes one of the Pb-scintillator towers and deposits energy.
This energy is converted into light, which passes through a fiber optic cable.
An Avalanche Photodiode (APD) converts the signal into a voltage spike, the
height of which is proportional to the energy deposited. A summary of this
process is shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Once the track momentum is
matched to the energy of clusters on the EMCAL, this can be used to identify
the types of particles.

Figure 4.9 Here is a sketch of energy deposition by particles onto the EMCAL. Particles strike a grid of towers that
make up the EMCAL. Photons are created by the 6 layers of scintillating material separated by lead behind each
tower. The energy of each tower is recorded as the sum of the energies of the photons in the 6 scintillating layers
[21].

Figure 4.10 Here is a sketch of the electronics behind the EMCAL. A particle strikes a scintillator, emitting light.
This light passes through a fiber optic cable, which is sent to an APD, which outputs the signal as a voltage spike
proportional to the energy of the incident particle [22].
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D. Other Particle detectors in ALICE Detectors
With this suite of detectors, there is enough information to measure the path of
motion, momentum, energy, charge, and mass of all charged particles of
interest to a certain level of precision and efficiency. The energy and position
of neutral particles can be measured directly only by the EMCAL and PHOS,
another small electromagnetic calorimeter to be discussed in this section. The
summary of the sub-detectors discussed so far is shown in Figure 4.11 from
the perspective of a particle escaping from the beam pipe.

Figure 4.11 This is an image drawn to scale showing the 3 tracking detectors, the
EMCAL and the TOF as they are arranged coaxially away from the beam pipe [23].

For particles whose momentum is far beyond the capabilities of the tracking
detectors ALICE makes use of a High-Momentum Particle Identification
Detector (HMPID). Like the EMCAL the HMPID is located just after the
TOF, but on another side of the central barrel and it spans only ∆φ~20°. The
HMPID is based on proximity focusing Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH)
counters and consists of seven modules positioned around ∆φ. The HMPID is
capable of detecting kaons up to 3 GeV/c and of protons up to about 5 GeV/c.
Lastly, the Photon Spectrometer (PHOS) is used to measure the production of
photons. Hot media like the QGP emit thermal radiation that is related to the
temperature of the medium. Detecting and analyzing photons is key to
determining the temperature of the QGP. Like the EMCAL and the HMPID,
PHOS is located just after TOF but on another side of the central barrel,
spanning ∆φ=100° but only |η| <0.15. PHOS consists of a grid of 17,920 lead
tungstate crystals, shown in Figure 4.12, each linked to an APD which
converts the scintillation light into a voltage spike proportional to the photon
energy. PHOS is not a sampling calorimeter like the EMCAL, but a complete
calorimeter. However, because the materials to make PHOS are very
expensive PHOS is much smaller than the EMCAL and spans a smaller area.
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Figure 4.12 This is an image of several synthetic PHOS crystals.
Don’t let the appearance fool you, these crystals are denser than
iron! [24]

Figure 4.13 shows the collection of all of ALICE’s sub-detectors including
those mentioned above in a to-scale drawing of the ALICE detector.

Figure 4.13 This is a diagram of the ALICE detector. Notice the coaxial layering of the ITS, followed by the TPC,
TRD and TOF. The EMCAL, HMPID, and PHOS detectors are all located coaxially just beyond the TOF, however,
because none of them span the full azimuthal angle of the central barrel, they do not overlap [25].

V.

Results
After performing PYTHIA simulations of p+p collisions at high pT, we
observed that electrons can be used as a probe for B-Jets to study the QGP.
We performed these simulations for 3 energy ranges, shown in Figures 5.15.3.
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Figure 5.1 This is a simulation produced using PYTHIA showing a p+p collision with pT between 72 and 86 GeV. The left image
shows all tracks produced as multicolored lines, the EMCAL hits are shown as light blue circles. The middle image shows all tracks
above 2 GeV. The right image shows all tracks above 2 GeV that represent charged particles. The thick dark blue line in the third
image is an electron whose mother particle is a B-hadron [26].

Figure 5.2 This is a simulation produced using PYTHIA showing a p+p collision with pT between 86 and 104 GeV. The left image
shows all tracks produced as multicolored lines, the EMCAL hits are shown as light blue circles. The middle image shows all tracks
above 2 GeV. The right image shows all tracks above 2 GeV that represent charged particles. The thick dark blue lines in the third
image are electrons that have a mother particle that is a B-hadron [27].

Figure 5.3 This is a simulation produced using PYTHIA showing a p+p collision with pT between 104 and 124 GeV. The left image
shows all tracks produced as multicolored lines, the EMCAL hits are shown as light blue circles. The middle image shows all tracks
above 2 GeV. The right image shows all tracks above 2 GeV that represent charged particles. The thick dark blue line in the third
image is an electron whose mother particle is a B-hadron [28].

We also looked at how the efficiency and purity of B-Jet tagging changes by
requiring one of the tracks used in the IPSM be an identified electron. The original
algorithm for tagging B-Jets is based on the impact parameter significance method
(IPSM). To test this algorithm, PYTHIA simulations of B-Jets were created and the
IPSM algorithm was applied to the data. These results, seen in Figure 5.4, show that at
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high pT the efficiency of B-tagging is about 0.95, and the purity is very high at about
0.80. Next, the algorithm was modified to require that an electron be one of the tracks
used in the IPSM. This should, in theory, reduce the efficiency but substantially improve
the purity. However, the results in Figure 5.5 show only a marginal increase in purity and
a significant drop in efficiency.

Figure 5.4 These are the efficiency and purity plots made using the original algorithm and PYTHIA B-Jet simulations.

Figure 5.5 These are the efficiency and purity plots made using the modified algorithm and PYTHIA B-Jet simulations.

To get a more accurate picture of what one might expect from the LHC, a wide
range of jets is needed in the simulations, not just B-Jets. To do this, minimum bias jet
simulations were produced. When the original algorithm was applied to the data the
results, seen in Figure 5.6, show that at high pT the efficiency of B-tagging is also about
0.95 and the purity is about 0.05. These results are expected, and match previous studies
(PPR reference). However, the additional requirement of the electron only marginally
improves the purity, and significantly reduces the efficiency as seen in Figure 5.7. This
implies that the electron requirement should not be added on to the IPSM algorithm
because the slight increase in purity comes at the cost of a significant decrease in
efficiency.
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Figure 5.6 These are the efficiency and purity plots made using the original algorithm and PYTHIA minimum bias jet simulations.

Figure 5.7 These are the efficiency and purity plots made using the modified algorithm and PYTHIA minimum bias jet simulations.

However, we have reason to believe these results are suspect. The original IPSM
algorithm produces the same efficiency (0.95) for both B-jet simulations and minimum
bias jet simulations. However, the purity is much less in the minimum bias jet simulations
(0.05) than in the B-jet simulations (0.80). Since the B-jet simulation data is really just a
very small subset of the minimum bias jet simulations, this drastic difference in purity
alone doesn't make much sense. The most likely cause of this is an inconsistency in the
way efficiency and purity are calculated within the two datasets. The minimum bias
sample data efficiencies probably don’t accurately account for the background jets
coming from sources other than B-quarks. Future studies of the IPSM and the electron
requirement will attempt to resolve these issues so that the true purity and efficiency of
these algorithms can be compared. Hopefully, the requirement of an electron in the IPSM
will show a much larger gain in purity and a much smaller loss of efficiency than what is
presented here.
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